The Absolutist John Boyne
Yeah, reviewing a ebook The Absolutist John Boyne could build up your close contacts listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, achievement does not recommend that you have
fantastic points.
Comprehending as capably as understanding even more than supplementary will have the funds for each success. bordering to, the statement as competently as perception of this The Absolutist John Boyne can be taken
as without difficulty as picked to act.

The Boy in the Striped Pajamas - John Boyne 2008-12-18
Two young boys encounter the best and worst of humanity during the Holocaust in this powerful read that
USA Today called "as memorable an introduction to the subject as The Diary of Anne Frank.” Berlin, 1942:
When Bruno returns home from school one day, he discovers that his belongings are being packed in
crates. His father has received a promotion and the family must move to a new house far, far away, where
there is no one to play with and nothing to do. A tall fence stretches as far as the eye can see and cuts him
off from the strange people in the distance. But Bruno longs to be an explorer and decides that there must
be more to this desolate new place than meets the eye. While exploring his new environment, he meets
another boy whose life and circumstances are very different from his own, and their meeting results in a
friendship that has devastating consequences.
The Dare - John Boyne 2012-01-31
At the start of his school holidays, Danny Delaney is looking forward to a trouble-free summer. But when his
mother returns home one afternoon, flanked by two policemen, he knows that something terrible has
happened. Mrs Delaney has accidentally hit a small boy with her car. The boy is in a coma at the local
hospital and nobody knows if he will ever wake up. Consumed by guilt, Danny's mother closes herself off,
while Danny and his father are left to pick up the pieces of their fractured family. Told in John Boyne's
unique style from the point of view of a twelve-year-old boy, The Dare is a brilliantly compelling story about
how one moment can change a family forever.
The Heart's Invisible Furies - John Boyne 2017-08-22
Named Book of the Month Club's Book of the Year, 2017 Selected one of New York Times Readers’ Favorite
Books of 2017 Winner of the 2018 Goldsboro Books Glass Bell Award From the beloved New York Times
bestselling author of The Boy In the Striped Pajamas, a sweeping, heartfelt saga about the course of one
man's life, beginning and ending in post-war Ireland Cyril Avery is not a real Avery -- or at least, that's what
his adoptive parents tell him. And he never will be. But if he isn't a real Avery, then who is he? Born out of
wedlock to a teenage girl cast out from her rural Irish community and adopted by a well-to-do if eccentric
Dublin couple via the intervention of a hunchbacked Redemptorist nun, Cyril is adrift in the world,
anchored only tenuously by his heartfelt friendship with the infinitely more glamourous and dangerous
Julian Woodbead. At the mercy of fortune and coincidence, he will spend a lifetime coming to know himself
and where he came from - and over his many years, will struggle to discover an identity, a home, a country,
and much more. In this, Boyne's most transcendent work to date, we are shown the story of Ireland from
the 1940s to today through the eyes of one ordinary man. The Heart's Invisible Furies is a novel to make
you laugh and cry while reminding us all of the redemptive power of the human spirit.
The Night She Went Missing - Kristen Bird 2022-02-08
"A great new voice in suspense...Perfect for fans of Big Little Lies who thrive on stories of deceit in the
suburban world.” —J. T. Ellison, New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of Her Dark Lies "Pitch
perfect suspense...The best debut I’ve read this year.” --Allison Brennan, New York Times bestselling author
An intriguing and twisty domestic suspense about loyalty and deceit in a tight-knit Texas community where
parents are known to behave badly and people are not always who they appear to be. Emily, a popular but
bookish prep school senior, goes missing after a night out with friends. She was last seen leaving a party
with Alex, a football player with a dubious reputation. But no one is talking. Now three mothers, Catherine,
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Leslie and Morgan, friends turned frenemies, have their lives turned upside down as they are forced to look
to their own children—and each other’s—for answers to questions they don’t want to ask. Each mother is
sure she knows who is responsible, but they all have their own secrets to keep and reputations to protect.
And the lies they tell themselves and each other may just have the potential to be lethal in this riveting
debut.
The Color of Ice - Barbara Linn Probst 2022-10-18
“Exquisite” (Lisa Barr, New York Times best-selling author of Woman on Fire) and “utterly engrossing”
(Katherine Gray, cohost of the Netflix series Blown Away), The Color of Ice will wrap you in its spell, all the
way to its unforgettable ending. Set among the glaciers and thermal lagoons of Iceland, and framed by the
magical art of glassblowing, The Color of Ice is the breathtaking story of a woman's awakening to passion,
beauty, and the redemptive power of unconditional love. The stunning new novel by the author of awardwinning novels Queen of the Owls and The Sound Between the Notes . . . Cathryn McAllister, a freelance
photographer, travels to Iceland for a photo shoot with an enigmatic artist who wants to capture the
country’s iconic blue icebergs in glass. Her plan is to head out, when the job is done, on a carefully curated
“best of Iceland” solo vacation. Widowed young, Cathryn has raised two children while achieving
professional success. If the price of that efficiency has been the dimming of her fire—well, she hasn’t let
herself think about it. Until now. Bit by bit, Cathryn abandons her itinerary to remain with Mack, the
glassblower, who awakens a hunger for all the things she’s told herself she doesn’t need anymore. Passion.
Vulnerability. Risk. Cathryn finds herself torn between the life—and self—she’s come to know and the new
world Mack offers. Commitments await her back in America. But if she walks away, she’ll lose this chance
to feel deeply again. Just when her path seems clear, she’s faced with a shocking discovery—and a
devastating choice that shows her what love really is.
Tin Man - Sarah Winman 2018-05-15
"My favorite book of the year was Tin Man. Sparsely written and achingly beautiful...The most powerful
take on love, loss and vulnerability I've read in years."—A Cup of Jo From internationally bestselling author
Sarah Winman comes an unforgettable and heartbreaking novel celebrating love in all its forms, and the
little moments that make up the life of one man. This is almost a love story. But it's not as simple as that.
Ellis and Michael are twelve-year-old boys when they first become friends, and for a long time it is just the
two of them, cycling the streets of Oxford, teaching themselves how to swim, discovering poetry, and
dodging the fists of overbearing fathers. And then one day this closest of friendships grows into something
more. But then we fast-forward a decade or so, to find that Ellis is married to Annie, and Michael is
nowhere in sight. Which leads to the question: What happened in the years between? With beautiful prose
and characters that are so real they jump off the page, Tin Man is a love letter to human kindness and
friendship, and to loss and living.
My Dear I Wanted to Tell You - Louisa Young 2011-05-31
“My Dear I Wanted to Tell You is one of those books that doesn’t leave you, and probably never will.”
—Jacqueline Winspear, New York Times bestselling author of the Maisie Dobbs novels The onrush of World
War I irrevocably intertwines the lives of two young couples in Louisa Young’s epic tale of love in the midst
of chaos. Perfect for readers of Atonement, The Mapping of Love and Death, and The Guernsey Literary and
Potato Peel Society, Young’s moving novel of class struggles, star-crossed romance, and the grim reality of
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the battlefield is a stunning exploration of the devastating consequences, physical and spiritual, of a world
enmeshed in Total War.
Beneath the Earth - John Boyne 2016-04-07
In this collection of twelve dark, unerring and surprising short stories, John Boyne explores the extremities
of the human condition in all its brilliance and brutality. The secrets we keep and the ways in which they
shape us, the impossibility of shared loss, the lengths we will go to in order to protect our families and the
distance we will run to protect ourselves. Drawing on a host of enthralling characters âe" a farmer, a
cuckold and a teenager exploring his sexuality; good parents, bad parents, writers and soldiers; a student, a
rent boy and a hitman âe" Boyne examines the hopeful and the damaged without prejudice or judgement.
This, his first collection of short stories, is some of John Boyneâe(tm)s finest writing to date. It includes
âe~Rest Dayâe(tm) which won the 2015 Writing.ie Short Story of the Year award in Ireland.
At Swim, Two Boys - Jamie O'Neill 2002
In a story set against the backdrop of Dublin in 1915, two boys who meet at the local swimming hole plan to
swim to an island in Dublin Bay the following Easter, but their plans coincide with the Easter uprising--a
historic rebellion that changes their li
Crippen - John Boyne 2007-01-23
Re-creates an infamous serial killer case involving the 1910 Scotland Yard investigation into the murder of
Bella Elmore, whose body is discovered in the cellar of her husband and killer Hawley Crippen, a doctor
who has fled in disguise along with his mistress on a cruise ship bound for America. Reader's Guide
included. Reprint. 30,000 first printing.
Acqua Calda - Keith McDermott 2006-04-19
For years Gerald lived for his twin passions, acting and sex. As a handsome young actor, he found plenty of
opportunities to perform in both arenas. But that was years ago, long before AIDS hit the theater world
hard - and gay circles even harder. No in demand, Gerald is waiting to die. He's drawn up a last will and
testament, assigned a health care proxy, arranged his own cremation, has thrown out hundreds of photos
accrued over his twenty-five years of acting, along with boxes of gay porn and his journals. Gerald's
acquired a hefty collection of barbiturates for when things get too "icky." Just when things appear the
worse, William Weiss calls and Gerald's life is resurrected. An eccentric avant-garde director, Weiss invites
Gerald to perform in a play in Sicily. As a founding member of Weiss's first company, Gerald is aware of the
director's cult-like hold over actors, but he accepts. From the first rehearsal, Weiss nurtures the chaos in
which he is most at home. Gerald's health remains precarious, but as opening night approaches, the play
begins to take shape. Gerald's spirits soar as he reconnects with lost joy.
A History of Loneliness - John Boyne 2015-02-03
The riveting narrative of an honorable Irish priest who finds the church collapsing around him at a pivotal
moment in its history Propelled into the priesthood by a family tragedy, Odran Yates is full of hope and
ambition. When he arrives at Clonliffe Seminary in the 1970s, it is a time in Ireland when priests are highly
respected, and Odran believes that he is pledging his life to "the good." Forty years later, Odran's devotion
is caught in revelations that shatter the Irish people's faith in the Catholic Church. He sees his friends
stand trial, colleagues jailed, the lives of young parishioners destroyed, and grows nervous of venturing out
in public for fear of disapproving stares and insults. At one point, he is even arrested when he takes the
hand of a young boy and leads him out of a department store looking for the boy's mother. But when a
family event opens wounds from his past, he is forced to confront the demons that have raged within the
church, and to recognize his own complicity in their propagation, within both the institution and his own
family. A novel as intimate as it is universal, A History of Loneliness is about the stories we tell ourselves to
make peace with our lives. It confirms Boyne as one of the most searching storytellers of his generation.
The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas - John Boyne 2016-10-06
"Bruno doesn't like his new house. He had to leave all his friends behind in Berlin, and there are no
children to play with here - until Bruno meets Shmuel, a boy who lives on the other side of the wire fence
near Bruno's house, and who wears a strange uniform of striped pyjamas. A stunning anniversary edition of
John Boyne's powerful classic bestseller, with illustrations from award-winning artist Oliver Jeffers."
The Congress of Rough Riders - John Boyne 2011
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William Cody is brought up on stories told by his father, Isaac, about the legendary Buffalo Bill, Isaac's
grandfather. Leaving home for Japan in his 20s, William is soon summoned back to England by his father,
who has a grand plan to re-introduce the legendary stage shows of Buffalo Bill.
The House of Special Purpose - John Boyne 2010-03-16
Part love story, part historical epic, part tragedy, The House of Special Purpose illuminates an empire at
the end of its reign. Eighty year old Georgy Jachmenev is haunted by his past - a past of death, suffering
and scandal that will stay with him until the end of his days. Living in England with his beloved wife Zoya,
Georgy prepares to make one final journey back to the Russia he once knew and loved, the Russia that both
destroyed and defined him. As Georgy remembers days gone by, we are transported to St. Petersburg in the
early 20th century, to the Winter Palace of the Tsar. A time of change, threat and bloody revolution. And as
Georgy overturns the most painful stone of all, we uncover the story of the house of special purpose.
Stay Where You Are and Then Leave - John Boyne 2014-03-25
From the author of the phenomenally bestselling The Boy in the Striped Pajamas comes an unforgettable
story of a boy's life changed by war, published to coincide with World War One's centenary. The day the
First World War broke out, Alfie Summerfield's father promised he wouldn't go away to fight -- but he broke
that promise the following day. Four years later, Alfie doesn't know where his father might be, other than
that he's away on a special, secret mission. Then, while shining shoes at King's Cross Station, Alfie
unexpectedly sees his father's name -- on a sheaf of papers belonging to a military doctor. Bewildered and
confused, Alfie realises his father is in a hospital close by -- a hospital treating soldiers with an unusual
condition. Alfie is determined to rescue his father from this strange, unnerving place...
A Traveler at the Gates of Wisdom - John Boyne 2020-08-11
From the bestselling author of A Ladder to the Sky—“a darkly funny novel that races like a beating heart”
(People)—comes a new novel that plays out across all of human history: a story as precise as it is unlimited.
This story starts with a family. For now, it is a father and a mother with two sons, one with his father’s
violence in his blood, one with his mother’s artistry. One leaves. One stays. They will be joined by others
whose deeds will determine their fate. It is a beginning. Their stories will intertwine and evolve over the
course of two thousand years. They will meet again and again at different times and in different places.
From Palestine at the dawn of the first millennium and journeying across fifty countries to a life among the
stars in the third, the world will change around them, but their destinies remain the same. It must play out
as foretold. From the award-winning author of The Heart’s Invisible Furies comes A Traveler at the Gates of
Wisdom, an epic tale of humanity. The story of all of us, stretching across two millennia. Imaginative,
unique, heartbreaking, this is John Boyne at his most creative and compelling.
The Thief of Time - John Boyne 2008-01-22
Having witnessed the deaths of his mother and stepfather in 1758, Matthieu Zela realizes that he has
stopped aging, a situation that hundreds of years later culminates in his frustration about his limited
prospects for finding love. By the author of Crippen. Reprint. 15,000 first printing.
Alec - William di Canzio 2021-07-06
William di Canzio’s Alec, inspired by Maurice, E. M. Forster’s secret novel of a happy same-sex love affair,
tells the story of Alec Scudder, the gamekeeper Maurice Hall falls in love with in Forster’s classic,
published only after the author's death. Di Canzio follows their story past the end of Maurice to the front
lines of battle in World War I and beyond. Forster, who tried to write an epilogue about the future of his
characters, was stymied by the radical change that the Great War brought to their world. With the
hindsight of a century, di Canzio imagines a future for them and a past for Alec—a young villager possessed
of remarkable passion and self-knowledge. Alec continues Forster’s project of telling stories that are part of
“a great unrecorded history.” Di Canzio’s debut novel is a love story of epic proportions, at once classic and
boldly new.
Noah Barleywater Runs Away - John Boyne 2011-05-10
Eight-year-old Noah's problems seem easier to deal with if he doesn't think about them. So he runs away,
taking an untrodden path through the forest. Before long, he comes across a shop. But this is no ordinary
shop: it's a toyshop, full of the most amazing toys, and brimming with the most wonderful magic. And here
Noah meets a very unusual toymaker. The toymaker has a story to tell, and it's a story of adventure and
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wonder and broken promises. He takes Noah on a journey. A journey that will change his life.
The Echo Chamber - John Boyne 2021-08-05
'The funniest book I've read in ages. Savage but compelling' Ian Rankin 'A fearless romp with big laughs
along the way' Graham Norton 'Funny, rumbustious, unstinting and wonderfully Hogarthian' The Observer
'His relish is infectious' Times _____________________________ What a thing of wonder a mobile phone is. Six
ounces of metal, glass and plastic, fashioned into a sleek, shiny, precious object. At once, a gateway to
other worlds - and a treacherous weapon in the hands of the unwary, the unwitting, the inept. The Cleverley
family live a gilded life, little realising how precarious their privilege is, just one tweet away from disaster.
George, the patriarch, is a stalwart of television interviewing, a 'national treasure' (his words), his wife
Beverley, a celebrated novelist (although not as celebrated as she would like), and their children, Nelson,
Elizabeth, Achilles, various degrees of catastrophe waiting to happen. Together they will go on a journey of
discovery through the Hogarthian jungle of the modern living where past presumptions count for nothing
and carefully curated reputations can be destroyed in an instant. Along the way they will learn how volatile,
how outraged, how unforgiving the world can be when you step from the proscribed path. Powered by John
Boyne's characteristic humour and razor-sharp observation, The Echo Chamber is a satiric helter skelter, a
dizzying downward spiral of action and consequence, poised somewhere between farce, absurdity and
oblivion. To err is maybe to be human but to really foul things up you only need a phone. 'Sharp, funny, and
beautifully written, but it's also a brilliant reflection on the landscape we now live in' Sunday Times
bestselling author, Joanna Cannon
Next of Kin - John Boyne 2013-08-20
John Boyne has been heralded as "one of the most imaginative and adventurous of the young Irish novelists
working today" by the Irish Independent. He achieved bestseller status and won numerous awards
worldwide for The Boy in the Striped Pajamas. Now in Next of Kin, he steps into the drawing rooms and
private clubs of the prewar English aristocracy to offer an unobstructed view of a social elite driven by the
conflicting desires to uphold tradition and to acquire vast wealth. It is 1936, and London is abuzz with
gossip about the affair between Edward VIII and Mrs. Simpson. But the king is not the only member of the
aristocracy with a hard decision to make. Owen Montignac, the handsome and charismatic scion of a
wealthy family, is anxiously awaiting the reading of his late uncle's will, for Owen has run up huge gambling
debts and casino boss Nicholas Delfy has given him a choice: Find 50,000 pounds by Christmas or find
yourself six feet under. So when Owen discovers that he has been cut out of the will in favor of his cousin
Stella, he finds that even a royal crisis can provide the means for profit, and for murder. Next of Kin vividly
captures the spirit of 1930s London, revealing the secrets of the upperclass, complete with gambling,
murder, an art heist, and a conspiracy to unseat the new king that could change the future of the country.
The Absolutist - John Boyne 2011-05-12
September 1919: Twenty-year-old Tristan Sadler takes a train from London to Norwich to deliver a clutch
of letters to Marian Bancroft. Tristan fought alongside Marian's brother Will during the Great War. They
trained together. They fought together. But in 1917, Will laid down his guns on the battlefield and declared
himself a conscientious objector, an act which has brought shame and dishonour on the Bancroft family.
The letters, however, are not the real reason for Tristan's visit. He holds a secret deep within him. One that
he is desperate to unburden himself of to Marian, if he can only find the courage. Whatever happens, this
meeting will change his life – forever.
The Boy at the Top of the Mountain - John Boyne 2016-06-07
The powerful, unforgettable new novel from the bestselling author of The Boy in the Striped Pajamas, for
ages 12+. When Pierrot becomes an orphan, he must leave his home in Paris for a new life with his Aunt
Beatrix, a servant in a wealthy household at the top of the German mountains. But this is no ordinary time,
for it is 1935 and the Second World War is fast approaching; and this is no ordinary house, for this is the
Berghof, the home of Adolf Hitler. Quickly, Pierrot is taken under Hitler's wing, and is thrown into an
increasingly dangerous new world: a world of terror, secrets and betrayal, from which he may never be able
to escape.
The Second Child - John Boyne 2008
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My Brother's Name Is Jessica - John Boyne 2020-04-16
Sam has known his sister Jessica all his life. Tonight is the first time they're going to meet. Sam Waver has
always been a loner- bullied, struggling at school, with parents who have very little time for him. The one
person he has always been able to rely on is his beloved older sibling - but when they announce that they
are transitioning, Sam's life is thrown upside down. He's convinced nothing will ever be the same again but as Sam is about to discover, nothing is more constant than love.
The Absolutist - John Boyne 2012-07-10
A masterfully told tale of passion, jealousy, heroism and betrayal set in the gruesome trenches of World
War I. It is September 1919: twenty-one-year-old Tristan Sadler takes a train from London to Norwich to
deliver a package of letters to the sister of Will Bancroft, the man he fought alongside during the Great
War. But the letters are not the real reason for Tristan's visit. He can no longer keep a secret and has
finally found the courage to unburden himself of it. As Tristan recounts the horrific details of what to him
became a senseless war, he also speaks of his friendship with Will--from their first meeting on the training
grounds at Aldershot to their farewell in the trenches of northern France. The intensity of their bond
brought Tristan happiness and self-discovery as well as confusion and unbearable pain. The Absolutist is a
masterful tale of passion, jealousy, heroism, and betrayal set in one of the most gruesome trenches of
France during World War I. This novel will keep readers on the edge of their seats until its most
extraordinary and unexpected conclusion, and will stay with them long after they've turned the last page.
The Terrible Thing that Happened to Barnaby Brocket - John Boyne 2013-01-08
Barnaby Brocket is an ordinary 8-year-old boy in most ways, but he was born different in one important
way: he floats. Unlike everyone else, Barnaby does not obey the law of gravity. His parents, who have a
horror of being noticed, want desperately for Barnaby to be normal, but he can't help who he is. And when
the unthinkable happens, Barnaby finds himself on a journey that takes him all over the world. From Brazil
to New York, Canada to Ireland, and even to space, the floating boy meets all sorts of different people—and
discovers who he really is along the way. This whimsical novel will delight middle graders, and make
readers of all ages question the meaning of normal.
The Great War - Various 2015-04-14
Combines evocative photographs and illustrations in a treasury of stories by 11 international writers that
were inspired by artifacts connected to World War I. Illustrated by the Kate Greenaway Medal-winning
artist of A Monster Calls.
The Best American Short Stories 2019 - Anthony Doerr 2019-10
#1 New York Times best-selling, Pulitzer Prize-winning author Anthony Doerr brings his"stunning sense of
physical detail and gorgeous metaphors" (San Francisco Chronicle) to selecting The Best American Short
Stories 2019. #1 New York Times best-selling, Pulitzer Prize-winning author Anthony Doerr brings
his"stunning sense of physical detail and gorgeous metaphors" (San Francisco Chronicle) to selecting The
Best American Short Stories 2019. Doerr and the series editor, Heidi Pitlor, winnow down twenty stories
out of thousands that represent the best examples of the form published the previous year.
The Shadow of the Empire - Qiu Xiaolong 2022-01-01
'Brilliant' –Publishers Weekly Starred Review The legendary Judge Dee Renjie investigates a high-profile
murder case in this intriguing companion novel to Inspector Chen and the Private Kitchen Murder set in
seventh-century China. Judge Dee Renjie, Empress Wu's newly appointed Imperial Circuit Supervisor for
the Tang Empire, is visiting provinces surrounding the grand capital of Chang'an. One night a knife is
thrown through his window with a cryptic note attached: 'A high-flying dragon will have something to
regret!' Minutes after the ominous warning appears, Judge Dee is approached by an emissary of Internal
Minister Wu, Empress Wu's nephew. Minister Wu wants Judge Dee to investigate a high-profile murder
supposedly committed by the well-known poetess and courtesan, Xuanji, who locals believe is possessed by
the spirit of a black fox. Why is Minister Wu interested in Xuanji? Despite Xuanji confessing to the murder,
is there more to the case than first appears? With the mysterious warning and a fierce power struggle
playing out at the imperial court, Judge Dee knows he must tread carefully . . .
This House is Haunted - John Boyne 2013-04-25
1867. On a dark and chilling night Eliza Caine arrives in Norfolk to take up her position as governess at
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Gaudlin Hall. As she makes her way across the station platform, a pair of invisible hands push her from
behind into the path of an approaching train. She is only saved by the vigilance of a passing doctor. It is the
start of a journey into a world of abandoned children, unexplained occurrences and terrifying experiences
which Eliza will have to overcome if she is to survive the secrets that lie within Gaudlin’s walls...
The Absolutist - John Boyne 2012-04-10
September 1919: Twenty-year-old Tristan Sadler takes a train from London to Norwich to deliver a clutch
of letters to Marian Bancroft. Tristan fought alongside Marian's brother Will during the Great War. They
trained together. They fought together. But in 1917, Will laid down his guns on the battlefield and declared
himself a conscientious objector, an act which has brought shame and dishonour on the Bancroft family.
The letters, however, are not the real reason for Tristan's visit. He holds a secret deep within him. One that
he is desperate to unburden himself of to Marian, if he can only find the courage. Whatever happens, this
meeting will change his life – forever.
The Brockets Get a Dog: Beyond the Stars - John Boyne 2014-10-09
A humorous short story from the collection, BEYOND THE STARS, written by an internationally bestselling
author
In Falling Snow - Mary-Rose MacColl 2013-08-27
For fans of Vera Brittain’s Testament of Youth, a bestselling writer’s American debut and a heart-wrenching
novel of WWI—a tale of love, regret, and the powerful draw of the road not taken Iris Crane’s tranquil life is
shattered when a letter summons memories from her bittersweet past: her first love, her best friend, and
the tragedy that changed everything. Iris, a young Australian nurse, travels to France during World War I
to bring home her fifteen-year-old brother, who ran away to enlist. But in Paris she meets the charismatic
Dr. Frances Ivens, who convinces Iris to help establish a field hospital in the old abbey at Royaumont,
staffed entirely by women—a decision that will change her life. Seamlessly interwoven is the story of Grace,
Iris’s granddaughter in 1970s Australia. Together their narratives paint a portrait of the changing role of
women in medicine and the powerful legacy of love.
The Green Shore - Natalie Bakopoulos 2013-06-18
Depicts the 1967 Greek military coup and its aftermath as experienced by four family members--Sophie, a
French literature student; her widowed mother, Eleni; Sophie's uncle Mihalis, an outspoken poet; and
Sophie's younger sister, Anna.
A Ladder to the Sky - John Boyne 2018-11-13
“A satire of writerly ambition wrapped in a psychological thriller . . . An homage to Patricia Highsmith,
Oscar Wilde and Edgar Allan Poe, but its execution is entirely Boyne’s own.”—Ron Charles, The Washington
Post NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE WASHINGTON POST AND MINNEAPOLIS
STAR TRIBUNE Maurice Swift is handsome, charming, and hungry for fame. The one thing he doesn’t have
is talent—but he’s not about to let a detail like that stand in his way. After all, a would-be writer can find
stories anywhere. They don’t need to be his own. Working as a waiter in a West Berlin hotel in 1988,
Maurice engineers the perfect opportunity: a chance encounter with celebrated novelist Erich Ackermann.
He quickly ingratiates himself with the powerful – but desperately lonely – older man, teasing out of Erich a
terrible, long-held secret about his activities during the war. Perfect material for Maurice’s first novel. Once
Maurice has had a taste of literary fame, he knows he can stop at nothing in pursuit of that high. Moving
from the Amalfi Coast, where he matches wits with Gore Vidal, to Manhattan and London, Maurice hones
his talent for deceit and manipulation, preying on the talented and vulnerable in his cold-blooded climb to
the top. But the higher he climbs, the further he has to fall. . . . Sweeping across the late twentieth century,
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A Ladder to the Sky is a fascinating portrait of a relentlessly immoral man, a tour de force of storytelling,
and the next great novel from an acclaimed literary virtuoso. Praise for A Ladder to the Sky “Boyne's
mastery of perspective, last seen in The Heart's Invisible Furies, works beautifully here. . . . Boyne
understands that it's far more interesting and satisfying for a reader to see that narcissist in action than to
be told a catchall phrase. Each step Maurice Swift takes skyward reveals a new layer of calumny he's
willing to engage in, and the desperation behind it . . . so dark it seems almost impossible to enjoy reading
A Ladder to the Sky as much as you definitely will enjoy reading it.”—NPR “Delicious . . . spins out over
several decades with thrilling unpredictability, following Maurice as he masters the art of co-opting the
stories of others in increasingly dubious ways. And while the book reads as a thriller with a body count that
would make Highsmith proud, it is also an exploration of morality and art: Where is the line between
inspiration and thievery? To whom does a story belong?”—Vanity Fair
The Sandcastle Girls - Chris Bohjalian 2013-04-16
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • From the bestselling author of The Flight Attendant, here is a sweeping
historical love story that probes the depths of love, family, and secrets amid the Armenian Genocide during
WWI. When Elizabeth Endicott arrives in Aleppo, Syria, she has a diploma from Mount Holyoke, a crash
course in nursing, and only the most basic grasp of the Armenian language. It’s 1915, and Elizabeth has
volunteered to help deliver food and medical aid to refugees of the Armenian Genocide during the First
World War. There she meets Armen, a young Armenian engineer who has already lost his wife and infant
daughter. After leaving Aleppo and traveling into Egypt to join the British Army, he begins to write
Elizabeth letters, realizing that he has fallen in love with the wealthy young American. Years later, their
American granddaughter, Laura, embarks on a journey back through her family’s history, uncovering a
story of love, loss—and a wrenching secret that has been buried for generations.
The Friar of Carcassonne - Stephen O'Shea 2011-10-04
In 1300, the French region of Languedoc had been cowed under the authority of both Rome and France
since Pope Innocent III 's Albigensian Crusade nearly a century earlier. That crusade almost wiped out the
Cathars, a group of heretical Christians whose beliefs threatened the authority of the Catholic Church. But
decades of harrowing repression-enforced by the ruthless Pope Boniface VIII , the Machiavellian French
King Philip the Fair of France, and the pitiless grand inquisitor of Toulouse, Bernard Gui (the villain in The
Name of the Rose)-had bred resentment. In the city of Carcassonne, anger at the abuses of the Inquisition
reached a boiling point and a great orator and fearless rebel emerged to unite the resistance among Cathar
and Catholic alike. The people rose up, led by the charismatic Franciscan friar Bernard Délicieux and for a
time reclaimed control of their lives and communities. Having written the acclaimed chronicle of the
Cathars The Perfect Heresy , Stephen O'Shea returns to the medieval world to chronicle a rare and
remarkable story of personal courage and principle standing up to power, amidst the last vestiges of the
endlessly fascinating Cathar world. Praise for The Perfect Heresy : "At once a cautionary tale about the
corruption of temporal power...and an accounting of the power of faith ...It is also just a darn good read."Baltimore Sun "An accessible, readable history with lessons ...that were not learned by broad humanity
until it saw 20th-century tyrants applying the goals and methods of the Inquisition on a universal scale."New York Times
Mutiny on the Bounty - Charles Nordhoff 1989-04-11
Fletcher Christian, master's mate on HMS Bounty prepares to seize control of a ship torn apart by the
sadism of her captain
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